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2014 ADMINISTRATION CODE CHANGES 

 

Rationale—Page 3 

 Updated language under Professional Ethics for ethical standards of the education profession to apply to 

all certified personnel engaged in administering assessments,  added language regarding the altering of 

student information or data in the state student information system to access or avoid testing 

 Added language under Educational Defensibility regarding students and schools right to valid and reliable 

scores 

 Added language to Student Ownership regarding the use of a Student Honor Code 

Appropriate Practices—Page 4 

 Replaced “low level” term with the word zero 

 Removed peer tutors from the list of persons to be trained using the Administration Code and Inclusion of 

Special Populations and added the word potentially to describe those that should be trained 

 Added wording to indicate that the training should include interaction and that materials are provided on 

the KDE website or can be locally developed 

 Added language stating that participants can sign a group training sheet as opposed to signing individual 

signature sheets to acknowledge their training 

Test Security—Pages 5-7 

 Updated language regarding Kentucky’s content standards 

 Changed noncertified wording to all persons involved with testing must sign a  nondisclosure form 

 Added language to allow the removal of test materials from district or school buildings for the purpose of 

administering the test to homebound/hospitalized or off-site group administration, but not for work on 

demographics or modifying Alternate Assessment materials 

 Removed specific language around the timing for destruction of scratch paper 

 Removed the practice of scanning student response booklets for stray marks 

 Clarified language around the use of electronic devices and the storage of secure material content 

Classroom Materials—Pages 8-9  

 Added language around resources and their use as requested by students with IEPs, 504s, and PSPs 

 Added language around calculators and the use of electronic devices 
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 Clarified language regarding allowable materials at student workstations after the collection of test 

materials 

Administration Practices—Pages 10-12 

 Updated testing terms to reflect current item types 

 Added language regarding staffing and active monitoring of large groups 

 Clarified prior planning for testing students who exhibit disruptive behavior 

 Added language about modifying Alternate Assessment materials according to the administration 

manuals 

 Added language regarding not modifying rulers and reference sheets before testing and the ability to use  

the rulers and reference sheets for instruction after testing is complete 

Test Preparation and Student Motivation/Rewards—Pages 13-15 

 Clarified that rewards and motivational strategies for state-wide assessments shall be consistent with 

those applied within the regular curriculum or within the larger school program in general 

 Clarified language allowing test prep courses and/or activities that use Kentucky’s content standards and 

provide feedback to students 

 Change submission of items retaken for disciplinary purposes from the scoring contractor to KDE 

Inclusion of Special Populations—Pages 16-17 

 Rearranged wording about training for better flow and understanding 

 Added language around the intent of accommodations to say that their use  does not guarantee student 

proficiency 

 Added specific directions for reporting concerns regarding assessment materials to KDE  

 

Violations to the Administration Code—Page 18 

 Added language about how to manage allegations as a result of student behavior that doesn’t advantage 

or disadvantage students or jeopardize test security 

Review of Secure Assessment—Page 20  

 Removed language requiring districts to allow request for the review of secure materials by persons 

outside of local district employment and moved the review to KDE responsibility 

Proper Reporting of Student Data and Nonacademic Indicators—Page 20 
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 Streamlined language for nonacademic indicators and added the term student data reporting 

 Added language around the release of data, embargo timelines and data review 

Signature Page—Page 21  

 Changed language to reflect participation in training and being held professionally accountable for one’s 

actions 


